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SUMMARY:

RESUME

The scattering of plane longitudinal waves inoidented perpen-
dicularly on a cavity disc with radius a in a solid is computed,
bv the use of the spheroidal functions. The diffraction patterns
for 2-na/\ =1 to 20 are obtained.
La reflexion de la plane longitudinale ondes sonores incidente
perpendiculairment sur le disque cavite du dia-mètre a dans le
solide est comptée, se seryir^de fonctlons spheroi'daux. Les distri-
butios des ondes sonores reflechissante depuis 2va/'X =1 jusqu'a 20
furent obtenues.

I. Introduction

The scattering of sound or electromagntic waves by a disc has
been widely studied1,' and the diffraction pattern are obtained for many
wave lengtns.

'he scattering of an elastic wave in a solid by a disc-shaped
obstacle has been studied only for seme authors. Filipczynski2j

studied the scattering by the disk shaped crack, by the use of the
spheroidal functions and obtaind the scattering cross section in the
case of Ray.lelgh scattering ( when the ̂ wave length is longer ;han the
diameter of the disc ). Sih and Loeber3' , Maln* 5), Mai and Ang and
Knopoff6>, Jain and Kanwp.l71, Robert8' , treated the same problem by the
use of the integral equations. But each results is confined to the case
of Rayleigh scattering
Usually it is considered that the results for the sound wave is applica-
ble for the ultra-souic in a solid91 . But for the purpose of the ultra-
sonic testing, it is necessary to obtain the results of the scattering
when the diameter of t"he disc a is longer than the wavelength. For
this purpose one of the authors treated the scattering of incident plane
longitudinal or transverse waves by a rigid1o)'%r cavityl:>ribbon with
width a in a solid, by the use of the Mathieu functions, and obtained
the distributions-in-angle of the scattered waves, for ( ira/X,. ) = 1, 2,
h, where Xt is the wave length of the longitudinal wave. In this paper
, we studied the scattering of a plane longitudinal wave incident normal
-ly upon the disc-shaped crack for several wavelength from ira/>.u= 1 to
20, where a is diameter of the disc, using the oblate spheroidal func-
tions. The distributions of the scattered waves are obtained, and it is
compared to those of the sound wave and those of the ribbon. As in the
case of the cavity ribbon, a proposal is submitted to determine the siz;e
of the flaw in the form of a circular disc, by the scattered transverse
wave.
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Kurviamer.tal E q u a t i o n and S o l u t i o n s

The equation of motion for an Isotropie elasic solid may be
written, using the displacement vector u;

p(32u/3t2)=(X+2u)grad div u-y rot rot u, (1)

whereP is the density of the solid, and \ and \i are Lame's constants.
We shall assume that the displacement has a harmonic time dependence
exp(iwt), and it may be omitted throughout. The general solutions of
are expressed as the sum of the vectors L, and M

(3) M=rot(a CO
where the vector L is the longitudinal part of the displacement, and
is derived from the scalar potential $; M is the transverse part whose
displacement is tangential to the xy plane. Each of the potential
functions <t>, and 4',is the solution of the scalar wave equation

!Y=0, (5)

where a is a unit vector, and

wl-ere vt is the velocity of the longitudinal wave, and vT is the
velocity of the transverse wave.

H I . ublate Sphersidal Coordinate and Functions

Let us consider the scattering of a plane wave, perpendicularly
incident on a cavity disk of radius a/2 in a solid, as is shown in
Fig. I. It may be preferable to take the oblate Spheroidal coordinate
whicn is generated by rotating the ellipse with the foci at x=ta/2 and
y=G. We can obtain this coordinate from the xy coordinate by lhe
transformation

1/2 a I/2

The surface for Ç=0 is a circular disk of radius a/2
The rlelmh-ltz wave equation for steady waves,

;v2+k2)t=0, k=2Tr/\, X=wavelength, (8)

Jn seprir^.fe in oblate spheroidal coordinates. The factored solution is
given by

H'=Siih,n)R(ih,-HH(<J'), (9)

in which S is the angle function, R is the radial function, and 4> is
the azimuthal function. The symbol h=ira/X is a measure of the ratio
of the radius a to the wavelength \. As the operator V2i|v+k2iii
may be written in this coordinate

V'4'=- 1
-]+• r) (10)

Vie substitute the function in Eq.(lO) and we obtain the equations
Ul),(i:), aid (13).

772- +nr *=0, (13)
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in which A and m are separation constants.
The angle function S is expanded in an infinite series of legender
functions,

smj(ih,n) •„£. (n). (l'O

The normalization of this function is given by Morse and feshbach as

[(i-^r^s^uh.nn^^ni-n2)-^^^)]^ (15)
The normalized radial function of the first kind R is expanded in an
infinite series of spherical Bessel functions,

(16)

The radial functions of the second and third kinds are obtainedl in an
Infinite series of spherical Bessel functions of the second and third
kind n n + m(hü and h n + m(hÇ).

IV Incident Wave and Scatteed Waves

Let us consider a longitudinal plane wave with unit stress
falling on the disc in the -z direction, as is shown in Fig.l, and the
potential function of the incident wave with unit stress is given by

>=l/(,"to2 )exp[iiu (17)

As We treated the axi-symnetric cases, the potential functions of
scattered waves are given by y

•U) (18)

•iO (19)

INCIDENT
WAVE

where B , and C. are the coefficients to
J J

be determined by the boundary conditions,
we take m=0 for the scalar potential $,
and m=l for the vector potential V,in
Eqs.(l8) and (19).

Fig. 1
The boundary conditions for the cavity disc is the vanishing of

the normal and tangential stresses on the disc surface, that is,
Tr£. jScatter+Tj-r ,inc = 0, Tv jScatter+TV ,inc = O, at Ç = 0.

The expressions of stress components at Ç=0 ere given as

(21)

] (22)
^ 1 l| í-, U L^ I] l| !_, I j U I | ^ ^

where

hç=a/2C(ç
2+n2)/(f2+l)]1/

)
2hn=a/2[(S

2+n2)/(l-n2)]1 /

Eqs.(21) and (22) for Ç=0 yield

1

(20)

(23)

0 .
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Substituting Eqs. (17),(18), and (19) into Eqs. (23), amd (24),
we obtain the equation to determine the unknown B. and C. as

(25)

(s-2 )

ß°-a° )a°-S

(26)

where

a"1 = n(n-l)/[(2n+l)(2n-l)]s

0° =

(n + l)/[(2n+l)(2n+3)J

(2n+3) ]+n2/[ (2n+l) (2n-l) ]

(27)

=(n+2)/[ (2n+3)]-(n- (2n-l)

V. Numerical Calculation

Numerical calculations are executed for the incident compressional
wave which propagate to the negative z axis, and obtained the distri-
butions-in-angle of displacement, and they are compared to those of the
scattered wave by the rigid ribbon or the cavity ribbon.

As in the case of ribbon, we treated the case when the medium is
aluminum ( Poisson's ratio a=i/3, and Lame's constants >.= 2v ),
thus making hu=2h-f
In computing Eqs.(25) and (26), the values of constants of the angiular
and radial oblate Spheroidal functions are obtained by the Fortran
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programs in the NPL Report by K4.ng end Van Ruren, though they Lave
seine e r r o r s .
S u b s t i t u t i n g the p o t e n t i a l funct ions tlcl) and (19) in Has . (2) and (3? .
and by (he f.symprct ic expansion of the r a d i a l f l e c t i o n s for ?-»•«>,

H ( 2 3 )

Wu- obtain the ''ar-^one distributions oV dispJ aeement ir. ancle f(r,) o
scattered longitudinal waves, and g(n) of scattered transverse waves

l/v )exp(

where

h ih ( $ 1)

-)

f(n) = h, j 0 , ^i;JBj.So . (ih, ,n), g(n) - - .„w ,• ̂ .u.-^,

In order to jompared with those of the ribbon, we assume that the
incident waves have unit displacement.
-.'he computed distributions-in-angle are shown in Fi^s.1., for various
wavelengths. l'n these figures the solid curves reDresent the
dis; rllul io; s-in-angle of the scatterd longitudinal waves f'(n) , :in I
I he dashed carves represent those of the scattered transverse waves

For the convenience to see the scattered transverse wave, the
amplitudes of |g(r;)l are enlarged mostly in the figures.
In these figures the angle 6 s.iows the first maxima of the scattered
transverse waves from the z axis, the similar maxima were found in
the case of the rigid ribbon ( Fig.2 ) and the cavity ribbon ( Fig.3-c )
In order to compare with the scattering of the sound waves, the
distributions of the scattered sound waves by the perfectly soft disc
is shown in Fig. 'I for lta/X = is3j and ft.
Fig 2, Fig 3, Fig 'l, Fig 5

Fror, these figures it may be concluded that:
The dis ributions of the scattered longitudinal waves by the cavity

disc in a solid ( Fig 5-a,c, and d ) are similar to the figures for
the scattering of the sound wave by the perfectly soft disc ( Tig. - ;,
as is seen in the case of cavity ribbon.

When the wavelengths of the transverse waves become shorter than tne
àiameter ( hy>:> } the scattered transverse wave show the sharp angular
dependency which is »valuatsd from Huygens 'principle. That is, the angle
0 whijh shows the first maxima from the z axis may be evaluated from
the equation h-y sin 9 cos 6 = sin 6 cos 0 ( Tra/AT ) * '"-•
,'.rhile the same angle 6 in the ca.-e of the cavity ribbon is given by
n sin n0 = TT/2. From the observed angle e in the detailed figures,
values of h T aos 6 sin 6 = hu sin 20 are given as follows
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7.0

2.05
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2.08

8.0

1.91

16

1.39

9.0

2.02
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1.88

From this ta',;le it may be seen approximately that values sin 28 =? 2/hL

= .:\\_ / IT a , when the wave lengths of the transverse waves become
shorter than the diameter of the disc. Therefore if the angle 9 is
observed, the diameter of the disc a may be estimated by the formula
r. = . A i_ - f TT sin 26 ) .

'-he scattering cf the plane lonfitudinaJ wave by a cavity disc ir. :
5:1.1 .-.as i'f.-en treated, by the use of the spheroidal functions.
:.'u.T,eri.'3: calculation is performed for the rather larg-= sine cf disc,
that is the aia:r,eter a is given by a = /.<. /-n to a = 20 > L, 71 , which i
as'-a: ir. ultrasonic testing, and the distributions-in-angle of the
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scattered longitudinal and transverse waves are obtained for various
size of cavity disc. From these figures, it is found that a similarity
of angular distribution exists between the scattered longltndinal
elastic wave in a solid and the scattered sound waves not by the hard
disc, as is usually considered, but by the perfectly soft disc in the
incompressible fluid.
When the wavelengths of the transverse waves become shorter than the
diameter, the scattered transverse wave show the sharp angular depand-
ency which is evaluated from Huygens' principle. That is the angle
which snow the first maxima from the s axis may be evaluated from the
equation hi. sin 28 = (IT a/AtJ sin 29 ? 2 . From this formula the diame
-ter a of the disc may be estimated by the formula a =f 2^/(IT sin 29).
These facts confirm the conclusion in the preveous paper of rigid of
cavity ribbon in a solid."" "'
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Fig.2 Distributions of the scattered^wave Fig.4 Distributions of the jcatter-
hv riniH r;i,i,n„ / \ e" sound wave by perfectly soft discrigid ribbon \ (a)7ia/X = l, (b)7ia/A = 5, (c)na/X =

(a)

• \

i
Vif

solid curve is for longitudinal
wave and dashed curve is for
transverse wave.(a)incident longi-
tudinal wave h. =4 ,sinno=7r/(2h„) , (b)
incident transverse wave h T=4,
sinn, =7T/(2hL).

 L

Fig.5 Distributions of the scatter-
ed wave by cavity disc.solid curve
is for longitudinal wave .dashed cur-
ve is for transeverse wave.sinficos8*
hT=2, hT-2h,

\
\
\1
t

/
ti

I1

Fig. 5
(a)h =l,h =2
(b)h^-2hi-4
(c)h,=2.S1,hT=5,6 = 32.5!
(d3h,=5,hT=

110.9=14!
(e)h,=6,h'=12,è=ll.S!
ff)hS7,hi.= 14,6 = 8.5°
Cg)hf-=8hi= 1 6 9 = 7!Cg)
(h)h
(i)h,
Cj)h
(

8,hi.= 16,9 = 7!
,=9,hi.= 18,6 = õ.5
, =10,'hT = 20,e = 5

ll,hT=22,9=5!
13h'=269=4. 3i

j , T
(k)h,=13,h'=26,
(l)h,=14,h , = 28,6 = 4.2?
(m)h,=15,h.p=30,e = 3.8!
(n)h, =ib,hi. = 32>8 = 4. 7°.
( o ) h = 2 0 h | = 4 0 6 = 3 2 !

(c)

Fig.3 Distributions ot the scattered wave by
cavity ribbon, incident longitudinal wave
(a)hL=l, Cb)hL=2,(c)hL=4,sinn. =ir/(2hT)
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